J4
Type-14:    A round bottom of small base luted with a plain flat base- black and redware.
Stone industry: The site has no evidence of stone industry of polished stone axes and blades etc.
which have been usually associated with the ncolithic-chalcolithic sites of the Deccan.    The   relevant
functions might have been served by some wooden tools etc., which have not survived. However two blade
cores came to light suggesting the use of the blades.    The blades are not of the quality found in the Deccan
chalcolithic sites, as seen from the negative flake scar on the two cores*
Two rubbing stones—one lumpy t> and oval and the other slender and elongated; two grinding
stones-a lighter one and a heavier one; a pounding stone of due weight with battered marks at one end
are the only available lithic appendages of the site.
A solitary biconical bead of red jasper came to light in the? excavation,
Date ; The site may be dated to late neolithic period. The occurrence of an antenna sword
in two pieces in the debris of the site attests its chalcolithic affiliation. However no other
copper objects have been recovered in the excavation.
At Maski and Hallur, the first phase of neolithic culture was associated with pottery of finer fabrics,
than the second phase which deteriorated in potter's technology and selection of clay. The pottery of the
second phase at both the sites was made of unselected clay full of grit and sand particles. Further in coastal
Andhra at Jami and Kesanapalli late neolithic cultures were attested and at both the places, the pottery
is highly gritty. In that respect the pottery of the picsent site tallies with the late phases of the
neolithic-Andhra.
The knowledge of mat making, testified by mat impressions on pottezy, has been placed by
F.R. Allchin in the Upper Neolithic period. The evidence of mat impression pottery is not wanting from
the present site. Availability of spoutsd pottery also speaks of the late nature of ths present site.
The thin polished black ware sherds and the featureless rim of a biconvex bowl of the same fabric,
the black and red ware and the bi-conical shape of the red jasper bead altogether suggest that the neolithic
culture of the Guttikonda cave is yet to develop into a later rnegalithic culture in near future.
On the basis of the above evidence the Guttikonda cave site may safely be identified a$alate
neolithic or a neolithic-chalcolithic site and placed between 1500 B,C.~100 B<C.
Conclusion : At Guttikonda the cavs site is a rare one where the neolithic folk occupied
as much as 60 m. interior area from the mouth of the cave to parts which neither a breath of air
nor a ray of light penetrates. Probably rough weather and fear of wild animals might have driven them
to such uninhabitable depths of the cave.
There is a wide open ground down the hill from the mouth of the cave for raising the crops and
hunting animals which frequent the areas around. There is ample supply of water in the pools formed
due to seepage of water from above. The area selected for excavation proved to be a cooking place where
charred bones, cattle teeth, so6ty pottery, burnt clouds of earth probably of a hearth, grinding stones and
tone rubbers etc., came to light.

